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Today's Objectives













What will you know & master at the end?
Role of lectures & labs
Evaluation





Big picture
Situate yourself during the detailed lectures







Topic of first lab session
Second lab: use these tools to “look under the hood” of an
Internet application





(1) use simple network tools
(2) understand TCP/IP and networking terminology
(3) write networked programs in Java

Approach
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Internet architecture and its elements
TCP/IP protocol stack
Network performance
Elements of network security

Practical part


Introduction to “tools of the trade”
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Theoretical part


High-level overview of entire class's content


http://icawww1.epfl.ch/sc250_2007/
Check before each lecture for new material & print slides
Class management software: moodle
 Forum
 Lab hand-ins
 Homework assignments and solutions

Goals of this Class

Class goals & processes


Huan Du, Thomas Lochmatter, Hung Nguyen, Michal
Piorkowski, Natasa Sarafijanovic-Djukic, Dominique Tschopp

10 student assistants
Course page & moodle module


Prof. Matthias Grossglauser

Prof. Matthias Grossglauser



Top-down: application to link layer
Descriptive and broad
Use Internet as an example of a computer network
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Positioning in Curriculum

Organization
The course is made of

Lectures

Early in your curriculum (esp. for SC)



This is because of the practical importance of TCP/IP
Possibility to take summer jobs in the domain of networking
Advanced courses on networking towards the end of the
second cycle











No knowledge of any networking technologies, terminology,
concepts -> pace may be slow for the cracks among you!
Java programming + computer literacy (Unix shell, etc.)





Homeworks


Prerequisites:



Professional advantage
Practical reasons (textbook, etc.)
But questions in French are ok (and encouraged)!





Lab Assignments


Labs are organized in three blocks










project hand-in

Not fully synchronized with lectures, complements learning
Thu 15:15-17:00 + independent work
Also serves as office hour for anything that requires contact
with teaching team
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Exams

Block 1:
Tools



Block 1: tools
Block 2: java socket programming project
Block 3: network simulations

The role of labs

Complement lectures, but also:
learn additional skills and concepts

Sometimes tightly coupled to
lecture, sometimes relatively
independent

Moodle hand-ins

Practical knowledge tested in
exam

Focused on + synchronized with lectures

Lab sessions (TPs)

Lectures in English



Wed 11:15-13:00

One midterm and one final exam




Block 2:
Socket prog +
project






Block 3:
sim

The final exam is during the exam session at the end of
the semester:
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Midterm: 25%
Final: 45%
Lab hand-ins: 10%
Project: 20%
Both exams have a practical and a theoretical part
 Practical: approx. 1/3 of grade, questions on labs
 Theoretical: approx. 2/3 of grade, questions on lectures

Everything; but emphasis on material after midterm

PS: Formula for final grade still subject to change
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Textbook


Main textbook:






What You Should Do


Kurose & Ross, “Computer Networking”, 3rd edition, AddisonWesley
French version available (but outdated!)

Lecture notes:


Attend lectures




Revise material in textbook




Please print ahead of class
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Moodle hand-ins, graded
Moved from Sun workstations to Linux PCs: faster, standard,
multimedia capable
Block 2: java socket programming has mini-project, with
hand-in

Lecture objectives:




Understand some of the terminology & basic concepts
Overview of entire class, so you can position yourself
More depth and detail later in class

Lectures:





For anything: class or lab questions, exam questions, personal
matters, etc.
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Lecture 1: Introduction

Labs:


Prepare by reading the prerequisites
Labs self-organized (IN2); good to mix SC + IN students
Do hand-ins

Office hour = lab sessions


What's New?

Self-check, at your own pace; ask questions during labs

Attend labs




Will indicate sections to read

Do homeworks




Useful to have printed slides with you for class

Homeworks specifically focused on lectures
Self-study, no grading

Coverage of material:




Security moved to end of semester (touches all layers, but
concepts somewhat orthogonal)
Some coverage of new technologies: MPLS, IPv6, multimedia
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Overview








Two Basic Problems in Networking

What’s the Internet
What’s a computer network
What’s a protocol
Network edge and core
Access net, physical media
Anatomy of an application: Web
History



Two goals:

1: Distance




2: Interconnection




connect distant systems (but links are expensive)
connect all systems (but many hosts, links, paths)

Solution: network





Complete mesh: n (n - 1)/2 links: short distances, very expensive
Spanning tree: n - 1 links: minimally cheap, but fragile and
inefficient
Partial mesh: in between
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What’s the Internet: “Nuts and Bolts” View


millions of connected
computing devices: hosts,
end-systems





server
local ISP

running network apps
communication links




PCs, workstations, servers
PDAs, phones, appliances

router

routers: forward packets
(chunks) of data through
the network

What’s the Internet: “Nuts and Bolts” View
router

workstation
mobile

Protocols:
control sending, receiving of
msgs
e.g., TCP, IP, HTTP, FTP, PPP

regional ISP

fiber, copper, radio,
satellite
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server
local ISP

mobile

regional ISP

Internet:
“network of networks”
loosely hierarchical
public Internet versus private
intranet

company
network

workstation

company
network
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Computer Networks


What’s the Internet: A Service View

A computer network is made of




Network infrastructure:
 supports transmission of the information between end
systems
 provides communication services
 composed of computers (Ethernet card, modem), specific
equipment (hubs, bridges, switches, routers) and physical
links (fibers, twisted pairs, radio channels)
Distributed applications:
 placed at end systems (hosts)
 provide services to users or to other machines



Internet enables
distributed applications:




web, email, NFS (remote
file access), X (networked
windowing system), games,
e-commerce, databases,
peer-to-peer,...

Two services



connection-oriented
connectionless
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What’s a Protocol?
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What’s a Protocol?

a human protocol and a computer network protocol:
Protocols define format, order of msgs sent and received
among network entities, and actions taken on msg
transmission, or on msg receipt

Hi

TCP connection req.

Hi

TCP connection reply.

Got the time?

human protocols:

humans

specific msgs sent

specific actions taken
when msgs received,
or other events

Get http://www.trustmymail.com

2:00

<file>
time
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network protocols:

machines rather than
humans

all communication
activity in Internet
governed by protocols
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Internet Protocol Stack

Protocol “Layers”




Networks are
complex!
Many different
“pieces”:










hosts
routers
links of various media
applications
protocols
hardware, software



Application: supporting network
applications




Transport: host-host data transfer






ORGANIZATION
BY
LAYERS



IP, routing protocols

Link: data transfer between neighboring
network elements




TCP, UDP

Network: routing of datagrams from
source to destination




PPP, Ethernet

Physical: bits “on the wire”

A Closer Look at Network Structure



Network

Link/Physical
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The Network Edge

Network edge:
applications and hosts
Network core:




Transport

Networks evolve
Technology evolves
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Application

FTP, SMTP, HTTP



End systems (hosts):




routers
network of networks



Client/server model


Access networks, physical
media: communication
links





Client host requests, receives
service from server
E.g., WWW client (browser)/
server, email client/server

Peer-peer model:
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Run application programs
E.g., WWW, email
At “edge of network”

Symmetric host interaction
E.g. teleconferencing
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The Network Core



Circuit Switching

Mesh of interconnected routers
The fundamental question:
how is data transferred
through the net?

Circuit switching: dedicated
circuit per call: telephone
nets

Packet-switching: data sent
through the net in discrete
“chunks” (IP)

 Switch - two functions
 call setup: signaling
 communication: circuit

switching

switch

ISDN

analog transmission

digital transmission
 multiplexing several calls
 each link composed of
several
circuits
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Telecom: Circuit Switching

Internet: Packet Switching

Network resources (e.g.,
bandwidth) divided into
“pieces”

Pieces allocated to calls

Resource piece idle if not
used by owning call (no
sharing)

Multiplexing - dividing link
bandwidth into “pieces”
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10 Mbs
Ethernet

A

B

1.5 Mbs
queue of packets
waiting for output
link

frequency division
time division

D
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C

statistical multiplexing

45 Mbs

E
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Packet Switching vs. Circuit Switching

Access Networks and Physical Media
How to connect end systems to
edge router?

residential access nets

institutional access networks
(school, company)

mobile access networks

Packet switching allows more users to use the network!



Eg. 1 Mbit link
Each user:





Circuit-switching:




100 Kb/s when “active”
active 10% of time

Characteristics:

bandwidth (bits per second)
of access network

shared or dedicated

N users

10 users

1 Mbps link

Packet switching:


with 35 users, probability > 10
active approx. 0.0004
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Residential Access: Point-to-Point Access






Residential Access: Cable Modems

Dialup via modem
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56 kb/s downlink access to router,
33.6 kb/s uplink
Awfully slow, but ubiquitous
(wherever there is phone service)





ADSL: asymmetric digital
subscriber line



HFC: hybrid fiber coax

Network of cable and fiber
attaches homes to ISP
router


up to 1 Mbps home-to-router
up to 8 Mbps router-to-home
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asymmetric: up to 10Mbps
downstream, 1 Mbps
upstream

shared access to router
among home
issues: congestion,
dimensioning

Deployment: available via
cable companies, e.g.,
Telereseau Lausanne
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Institutional Access: Local Area Networks (LAN)






Company/university local area
network (LAN) connects end
system to edge router
Ethernet:

shared or dedicated cable
connects end system and
router

10 Mbs, 100Mbps, 1 Gbps
(« GigE »), 10 Gbps Ethernet
Deployment: institutions, home
LANs

Wireless Access Networks




Shared wireless access network
connects end system to router
Wireless LANs:





radio spectrum replaces wire
e.g., 802.11b: 11 Mbps (6,5 at
application layer)

Wide-area wireless access



router
base
station

GSM: 9.6 Kbps
GPRS: several GSM data channels
mobile
hosts
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Anatomy of an Application - WWW


Web Access

Distributed hypermedia
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REQUEST: object URL

multimedia documents that include objects like images, sound,
video
links between objects

httpd

World-Wide Web





addressing objects: URL (Uniform Resource Locator)
protocol for transferring objects: HTTP (HyperText Transfer
Protocol)
integration of text and media objects: HTML (HyperText Markup
Language)

Server WWW
Client WWW
Firefox

REPLY: HTML page, picture, sound file,
movie,...
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HTML


Language for describing documents











logical structure
presentation





<TITLE> Page personnelle </TITLE>
<A HREF="http://drakkar.imag.fr">Drakkar</A>





Internet name (DNS), port number (80 default)

file


text entry, choice, submit

http, https, ftp,...

site


Rendered (visualization) in a browser
Forms


service://site:port/file?query+word
service


Mark-up




URL

interpreted with respect to the root defined by the server

query


to transmit a “question”
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HTTP





Request example
GET / HTTP/1.0



method GET, POST, HEAD

Response example
Date: Wednesday, 25-Feb-98 16:39:53 GMT
Server: NCSA/1.3
MIME-version: 1.0
Content-type: text/html
Last-modified: Friday, 6-Nov-97 05:08:57 GMT
Content-length: 1985

Reply






Request - Reply Protocol
Request




HTTP

MIME header (meta-information on the contents: type, encoding,
size)
binary contents

Use a TCP connection to communicate with server

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//IETF//DTD HTML//EN">
<html>
<head>
<title>Equipe DRAKKAR - Réseaux et Multimédia </title>
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Inside the Internet


Between end systems




Web browser

TCP protocol for reliable
transmission

Form HTTP request

HTTP

IP protocol: forwarding
packets between routers



Attach the destination address
IP

high speed link: ATM, POS
(Packet over SONET), satellite
links
access network: Ethernet,
modem, xDSL, HFC

Cable

Example http://www.trustmymail.com







Bits encoded in a signal

Networking card
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HTTP Library


DNS service

open a TCP connection with
129.88.38.94, port 80

TCP service

DNS: 192.33.210.10




Send to the router on a LAN

HTTP

Web browser: Firefox, Internet
Explorer...
name resolution: who is
www.trustmymail.com?

Operating system (OS)

Ethernet
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Divide into packets, sequence number

TCP

Between routers or
between end system
and router




Application software

Inside the network core




Where do the Layers Reside (Host)?

call HTTP-GET procedure
returns object

HTTP service
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send HTTP request :
GET / HTTP/1.0

TCP service

receive response
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TCP


IP: Internet Protocol

TCP protocol





try to connect

IP protocol


IP service

receive confirmation



send a packet in an Ethernet frame to 129.88.38.94 via
the router
receive a packet
Ethernet srvc



send data



receive confirmation (ACK)



receive data



send confirmation (ACK)

IP service

IP service
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IP: The Heart of the Internet
R4
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Ethernet
R2



Ethernet card


WWW server
httpd

R5
R3

Routing Table of R3
dest
router
129.88.38

GET / …

R4

GET / …

IP

IP

Ether

Ether

physical

physical

R1

WWW client
(Mozilla, IE,...)



send a frame:
 encode bits as a signal transmitted on the cable
receive a frame

Ethernet cable

dest address:
129.88.38.10

IP packet
GET / …

router R3
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Ethernet

Physical

Ethernet frame
IP packet

router

bits

bits

Internet

signal

GET / …

encoding

decoding

host





Transmission on a short distance
First design: shared common physical media
Now: switched media (i.e., point-to-point)
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Internet History

Layered Architecture

1961-1972: Early packet-switching principles

1961: Kleinrock - queuing theory shows effectiveness of packetswitching

1964: Baran - packet-switching in military nets

1967: ARPAnet conceived by Advanced Reearch Projects Agency

1969: first ARPAnet node operational

1972:

ARPAnet demonstrated publicly

NCP (Network Control Protocol) first host-host protocol

first e-mail program

ARPAnet has 15 nodes

data
HTTP

GET / …

HTTP request

TCP

GET / …

TCP segment

IP

GET / …

IP packet

GET / …

Ethernet frame

Ethernet

Encoding of bits as physical signals
Physical carrier:

Wire (twisted pair, coax), fiber optics,
electromagnetic wave (radio, optical, microwave)

Cable
51
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Internet History









Internet History

1972-1980: Internetworking, new and proprietary nets
1970: ALOHAnet satellite network in Hawaii
1973: Metcalfe’s PhD thesis proposes Ethernet
1974: Cerf and Kahn - architecture for interconnecting
networks
late70’s: proprietary architectures: DECnet, SNA, XNA
late 70’s: switching fixed length packets (ATM precursor)
1979: ARPAnet has 200 nodes

1980-1990: new protocols, a proliferation of networks
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Internet History




new national networks:
Csnet, BITnet, NSFnet,
Minitel
100,000 hosts connected
to confederation of
networks
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Number of Hosts

ARPAnet decommissioned



1991:






1990, 2000’s: commercialization, the Web, new apps

Early 1990’s:
Late 1990’s – 2000’s:




1981: first Ethernet
1983: deployment of
TCP/IP
1982: SMTP e-mail
protocol defined
1983: DNS defined for
name-to-IP-address
translation
1985: FTP protocol
defined
1988: TCP congestion
control

NSF lifts restrictions on
commercial use of NSFnet
(decommissioned, 1995)

Early 1990s: Web










hypertext [Bush 1945, Nelson
1960’s]

HTML, HTTP: Berners-Lee
1994: Mosaic, later Netscape
late 1990’s:
commercialization

more killer apps: instant
messaging, peer2peer file
sharing (e.g., Napster)
network security to
forefront
est. 250 million hosts, 0.6
billion+ users
backbone links running at
Gbps


(OC192: 10Gbps)
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Computer Networking and Communications:
The Ultimate Acronym and Jargon Jungle...

Internet Institutions


CSMA
WFQ
DHT
DSLAM
RIP
LAN
QoS
IETF
IntServ
Gig-E
AJAX
UDP TTL
HTML
NAT
IGMP IPSec POP3
CRC
SLA BGP DHCP
RMON NetFlow
URL ISIS
ICMP IGP
MIME DSR
RSVP
ARP RTP
EGP GSM
RSA
MAC
IPv4
ICANN
MPLS PGP DDoS XML CDN DNS
IEEE
SIP
WiFi
TCP AIMD UWB
MD5
PPPoE HTTP
IMAP
AES
SNMP
MBone
RED AODV
POTS
ATM
FSM
FTP
WiMax
DiffServ VPN

Coordinates development of Internet standards
= (TCP/IP standards)
Internet Organization
Internet Society

Internet Architecture Board (IAB)
Internet Research
Task Force (IRTF)
IR Steering Committee
(IRSG)

Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF)
IE Steering Committee
(IESG)
area 1

area 2

area n

PSAMP
WAN
OSI

RFC
T1
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Summary
Covered a “ton” of material!

Internet overview

what’s a protocol?

layering and service
models

network edge, core,
access network

anatomy of an
application: Web

history

OSPF

TDMA
RTT ECN SSH IPv6

802.11

PDU

SMTP

SONET

CIDR
PIM
LDP

VLAN
ITU

RTS-CTS

PPP
SSL

CDMA

ADSL

TCP-SACK
P2P
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Topic of First Lab: Tools of the Trade
You now hopefully have:

context, overview, “feel”
of networking

more depth, details later
in course

play with network tools:
ping, traceroute



ifconfig




netstat




check connectivity to a host

traceroute
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connect to a host

ping




examine local packets

telnet/rlogin




see local connections

usnoop




see local interfaces (links)

obtain route (set of routers) to a host
60

Tools: netstat, ifconfig, ethereal

Ifconfig: Show Local Interface

Host H1

netstat

A1

A2

T1

T2

[root@lca2pc10 root]# ifconfig
eth0
Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:07:E9:42:6A:45
inet addr:128.178.156.22 Bcast:128.178.156.255 Mask:255.255.255.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:29439923 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:28361184 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:100
RX bytes:805469303 (768.1 Mb) TX bytes:683921051 (652.2 Mb)
Interrupt:20 Base address:0xbc00 Memory:feaff000-feaff038

A3

T3

U1

lo

IP
ifconfig
IF0

IF1

EtheReal

Link encap:Local Loopback
inet addr:127.0.0.1 Mask:255.0.0.0
UP LOOPBACK RUNNING MTU:16436 Metric:1
RX packets:520004 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:520004 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:0
RX bytes:128991538 (123.0 Mb) TX bytes:128991538 (123.0 Mb)
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Netstat: Shows Local TCP Connections
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Tools: ping, traceroute, telnet
Host H1
ssh + telnet

[root@lca2pc10 root]# netstat -t
Active Internet connections (w/o servers)
Proto Recv-Q Send-Q Local Address
Foreign Address
State
tcp
0
0 lca2pc10.epfl.ch:52579 xn3.trustmymail.com:ssh ESTABLISHED
tcp
0
0 lca2pc10.epfl.ch:34319 icalxsrv6.epfl.ch:imap ESTABLISHED
tcp
0
0 lca2pc10.epfl.ch:60823 xn3.trustmymail.com:ssh ESTABLISHED
tcp
0
0 lca2pc10.epfl.ch:59510 xn3.trustmymail.com:ssh ESTABLISHED
tcp
0
0 lca2pc10.epfl.ch:55275 xn3.trustmymail.co:imap ESTABLISHED
tcp
0
0 lca2pc10.epfl.ch:57375 xn3.trustmymail.co:imap CLOSE_WAIT
tcp
0
0 lca2pc10.epfl.ch:33948 lca2srv1.epfl.ch:ipp ESTABLISHED

A1

A2

T1

T2

H2

A3
T3

ping

U1

R4
IP
IF0

R3
IF1

R2

traceroute

R1
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Ping to www.epfl.ch

Ping to www.cnn.com

[grossgla@lca2pc10 grossgla]$ ping www.epfl.ch
PING www3.epfl.ch (128.178.50.137) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from www3.epfl.ch (128.178.50.137): icmp_seq=1 ttl=253 time=0.442 ms
64 bytes from www3.epfl.ch (128.178.50.137): icmp_seq=2 ttl=253 time=0.277 ms
64 bytes from www3.epfl.ch (128.178.50.137): icmp_seq=3 ttl=253 time=0.269 ms

[grossgla@lca2pc10 grossgla]$ ping www.cnn.com
PING cnn.com (64.236.24.28) 56(84) bytes of data.
--- cnn.com ping statistics --8 packets transmitted, 0 received, 100% packet loss, time
7018ms

--- www3.epfl.ch ping statistics --3 packets transmitted, 3 received, 0% packet loss, time 2020ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.269/0.329/0.442/0.081 ms
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Ping to www.yahoo.com
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Traceroute




[root@lca2pc10 root]# ping www.yahoo.com
PING www.yahoo.akadns.net (216.109.118.77) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from p14.www.dcn.yahoo.com (216.109.118.77): icmp_seq=1
64 bytes from p14.www.dcn.yahoo.com (216.109.118.77): icmp_seq=2
64 bytes from p14.www.dcn.yahoo.com (216.109.118.77): icmp_seq=3
64 bytes from p14.www.dcn.yahoo.com (216.109.118.77): icmp_seq=4
64 bytes from p14.www.dcn.yahoo.com (216.109.118.77): icmp_seq=5
64 bytes from p14.www.dcn.yahoo.com (216.109.118.77): icmp_seq=6
64 bytes from p14.www.dcn.yahoo.com (216.109.118.77): icmp_seq=7

ttl=50
ttl=50
ttl=50
ttl=50
ttl=50
ttl=50
ttl=50

time=101
time=101
time=101
time=101
time=101
time=101
time=101

ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms

--- www.yahoo.akadns.net ping statistics --7 packets transmitted, 7 received, 0% packet loss, time 6064ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 101.176/101.262/101.389/0.387 ms

In IP, no explicit way to determine route from
source to destination
traceroute: trick intermediate routers into making
themselves known
IP(S→D, TTL=1)
A

ICMP (A → S,
time_exceeded)

B

F
E

Destination D

C
D
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IP(S → D, TTL=4)
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Traceroute: Sample Output

Traceroute to www.epfl.ch

<chips [ ~ ]>traceroute degas.eecs.berkeley.edu
traceroute to robotics.eecs.berkeley.edu (128.32.239.38), 30 hops max, 40 byte packets

TTL=249 is unexpected
(should be
initial_ICMP_TTL-(hop#-1)=
255-(6-1)=250)

1 oden (135.207.31.1) 1 ms 1 ms 1 ms
2 ***

ICMP disabled

3 argus (192.20.225.225) 4 ms 3 ms 4 ms
4 Serial1-4.GW4.EWR1.ALTER.NET (157.130.0.177) 3 ms 4 ms 4 ms
5 117.ATM5-0.XR1.EWR1.ALTER.NET (152.63.25.194) 4 ms 4 ms 5 ms

6 193.at-2-0-0.XR1.NYC9.ALTER.NET (152.63.17.226) 4 ms (ttl=249!) 6 ms (ttl=249!) 4 ms (ttl=249!)
7 0.so-2-1-0.XL1.NYC9.ALTER.NET (152.63.23.137) 4 ms 4 ms 4 ms
8 POS6-0.BR3.NYC9.ALTER.NET (152.63.24.97) 6 ms 6 ms 4 ms

RTT of three probes per hop

9 acr2-atm3-0-0-0.NewYorknyr.cw.net (206.24.193.245) 4 ms (ttl=246!) 7 ms (ttl=246!) 5 ms (ttl=246!)

[root@lca2pc10 root]# traceroute www.epfl.ch
traceroute to www3.epfl.ch (128.178.50.137), 30 hops max, 38 byte packets
1 ro-in-v156-ro (128.178.156.1) 0.512 ms 0.428 ms 0.383 ms
2 ro-ma-2-v15 (128.178.15.27) 0.271 ms 0.249 ms 0.231 ms
3 www3 (128.178.50.137) 0.278 ms 0.266 ms 0.244 ms

10 acr1-loopback.SanFranciscosfd.cw.net (206.24.210.61) 77 ms (ttl=245!) 74 ms (ttl=245!) 96 ms (ttl=245!)
11 cenic.SanFranciscosfd.cw.net (206.24.211.134) 75 ms (ttl=244!) 74 ms (ttl=244!) 75 ms (ttl=244!)
12 BERK-7507--BERK.POS.calren2.net (198.32.249.69) 72 ms (ttl=238!) 72 ms (ttl=238!) 72 ms (ttl=238!)
13 pos1-0.inr-000-eva.Berkeley.EDU (128.32.0.89) 73 ms (ttl=237!) 72 ms (ttl=237!) 72 ms (ttl=237!)
14 vlan199.inr-202-doecev.Berkeley.EDU (128.32.0.203) 72 ms (ttl=236!) 73 ms (ttl=236!) 72 ms (ttl=236!)
15 * 128.32.255.126 (128.32.255.126) 72 ms (ttl=235!) 74 ms (ttl=235!)
16 GE.cory-gw.EECS.Berkeley.EDU (169.229.1.46) 73 ms (ttl=9!) 74 ms (ttl=9!) 72 ms (ttl=9!)
17 robotics.EECS.Berkeley.EDU (128.32.239.38) 73 ms (ttl=233!) 73 ms (ttl=233!) 73 ms (ttl=233!)
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Traceroute to www.yahoo.com
[root@lca2pc10 root]# traceroute www.yahoo.com
traceroute: Warning: www.yahoo.com has multiple addresses; using 216.109.118.78
traceroute to www.yahoo.akadns.net (216.109.118.78), 30 hops max, 38 byte packets
1 ro-in-v156-ro (128.178.156.1) 1.255 ms 3.553 ms 1.313 ms
2 ro-gigado-2-v100 (128.178.100.22) 0.592 ms 0.308 ms 0.293 ms
3 ro-ext-v215 (128.178.215.1) 0.615 ms 0.349 ms 0.312 ms
4 swiel2 (192.33.209.33) 1.901 ms 1.382 ms 1.355 ms
5 swiCE3-G2-3.switch.ch (130.59.36.73) 2.395 ms 2.411 ms 2.408 ms
6 so-0-1-0.ar2.CDG2.gblx.net (64.212.70.61) 11.848 ms 11.861 ms 12.000 ms
7 pos1-0-2488M.cr2.CDG2.gblx.net (67.17.65.89) 11.969 ms 11.914 ms 11.807 ms
8 pos6-0-2488M.cr2.FRA2.gblx.net (67.17.92.201) 20.255 ms 26.164 ms 20.302 ms
9 so2-0-0-2488M.ar2.FRA3.gblx.net (67.17.65.58) 22.441 ms 20.593 ms 20.779 ms
10 80.81.192.128 (80.81.192.128) 20.835 ms 20.640 ms 20.543 ms
11 dcr1-loopback.Washington.cw.net (206.24.226.99) 102.468 ms 101.903 ms 101.652 ms
12 bhr1-pos-10-0.Sterling2dc3.cw.net (206.24.238.38) 102.193 ms 102.150 ms 102.276 ms
13 csr11-ve242.Sterling2dc3.cw.net (216.109.66.99) 102.498 ms 102.446 ms 102.487 ms
14 216.109.84.162 (216.109.84.162) 102.333 ms 102.342 ms 102.946 ms
15 vl47.bas1-m.dcn.yahoo.com (216.109.120.218) 102.730 ms 102.286 ms 102.378 ms
16 p15.www.dcn.yahoo.com (216.109.118.78) 102.350 ms 102.995 ms 102.496 ms
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